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This chapter includes:

• User Stories and Personas
•  Wish-list Shopper
•  Active Distracted Shopper
•  Active Impatient Shopper
•  Competitive Hunter
•  Determined Shopper

This section analyzes the total population of users by cluster-
ing demographic and psycho-graphic personality types into 
fictitious groups known as Personas.  

Personas help focus development efforts by putting a face to 
a large population of people- allowing UX designers to help 
solve the problems of an individual than an enormous group.

From investigative research and sampling other reports, 5 
specific personality types have been identified.  These users 
are most likely to use our product but all have unique roles and 
requirements.

User Personas
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Wishlist Shopper
Wishlist Shopper

Jennifer is a wish-lister and likes to research and collect moderately expensive items online as gifts 
for others and gifts for herself.  She wishes her budget could allow her to buy everything that she 
likes, but often waits to buy items until they're on sale or something similar at a much discounted 
price.  Jennifer isn't always sure of what she wants, but when she finds something she loves in her 
price range- she'll likely make an impulse buy.  If it's out of her price-range she'll try to find coupons 
or similar products that she can afford.  Jennifer loves fantasizing about having what she wants and 
will do what it takes to make it a reality. Note: This shopper needs help moving from fantasizing about products to actually 

purchasing the products. To close the deal: Daily deals, flash sales, and secret sales 
work well for these shoppers. Add to their shopping excitement by showing additional 
items that complement existing items in their cart. This completes the visual picture 
for these shoppers and can drive them to purchase everything.

Jennifer "I need to fall in love with something before I buy it, and it needs to be at a good price."
age 27 "I shop online more to browse and kill time."
female "I use pinterest to store things I like, and sometimes buy pinned items when I'm emotionally ready to buy them."
Washington DC "I need to know that I really want something before I make a big purchase."
PR account manager "I'm much more willing to buy things online when there is a lower risk."
Single, $50k
Tech savvy Goals, Behaviors & Attitudes Shopping style
Socially conscious Getting the right item that make her happy. Med/high effort
Connected to products Find the right price so she can get the item she loves rather than the next best she likes. High time
Connected to brands Have the freedom to change her mind without penalty like free returns and free shipping. High patience

Med spontaneous
Needs: Visually focused

Needs to see content she can visualize. Multiple destination
Needs to see content that fits my personal tastes. Sharing/social validation
Needs to see content that is trending.
I want to see options of a specific product type before making a decision. Shopping frequency
Ability to see checkout price of the items on her wishlist without having to build a cart. 20% Offline: weekly-daily

50% Online browsing: weekly-daily
Current shopping behavior 30% Online purchasing: monthly-weekly 

Jen stores items by adding things she likes into merchant carts to save for later but doesn't always buy them.
Jen pins items she likes online that she can look up discounts for when she has more down time. Online Product Focus
Jen finds the items she likes before searching for coupons for it. Kill time
Jen browses online very frequently during downtime and will sometimes visit stores in person to test things she likes. See what's new/available on sale
Jen often puts all the items in her cart that she wants, then checks the price at checkout and makes hard decisions. General need

Browse product type
Pain points Browse specific product

No way to bookmark things I like.
No way to monitor bookmarked things to track price. Product knowledge
No way to easily share things I'm interested in for social validation. Low
Deals and products aren't specific to my tastes. Med
Deals are old, outdated or irrelevant. High
Deals don't work when I go to check-out

Product type
Medium-high price
Fashion, artistic, décor, luxory items
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Active Distracted Shopper
Active_Distracted Shopper

Nikki is a resourceful workerbee who is determined to have her cake and eat it too.  She is talented at 
her job because she can multitask and prides herself in managing her ability to do things quickly and 
get things done.  She manages a lot of her personal affairs at work and often spends her lunch break 
browsing products looking for sales and trends for things she likes.  She's pretty determined to get the 
best deal, and doesn't always buy items even though she's always half-looking. Because she's multi-
tasking, she often bounces from professional tasks to personal shopping and sometimes gets 
confused.  She's also not looking particularly for one thing and often "bird-walks" between products 
and product types she's viewing.  Often times she discovers that what she really needs/wants was 
different than what she originally searching for.  She goes to specific places to help curate her options 
based on her style, price and trends.

Note: This type of shopper is frequently distracted and is prone to multitasking 
while shopping.  To close the deal: Offer 10 percent off the next order if she 
completes this one. You can also show her the types of products she was browsing 
to remind her to return and complete the purchase. Note: Active shoppers like the 
positive psychological effects of browsing products online across different sites.
To close the deal: Try secret sales, daily deals, or flash sales to get these shoppers 
over the finish line. Try offering additional items that complement what they've 
been browsing.

Nikki "When I shop online, I often begin the check-out process but for one reason or another I don't always complete the purchase."
age 30 "I'm always browsing but not always buying. I'm not looking for incentives, but they can help me convert when I'm window shopping."
female
NY NY
Marketing
Married >$120
Socially Tech savvy Goals, Behaviors & Attitudes Shopping style
Resourceful Browse products and get ideas for things she wants before she actually wants them. Moderate effort
Multitasker Get the most out of her time. Low time
Motivated/ productive See alternatives and items based on what she likes. Moderate paitience

High Spontaneous
Needs: High openness

Save items she likes to re-visit when she has time to review them. Very social
Learn more about products she's saved. Unconventional
Reminders and suggestions that show me what I want and connect me to how I can get it cheap. Trend/Sale focused

More likely to find products via email than surfing online?
Current shopping behavior Shopping frequency

Browses stores she likes for items that she likes that are on sale or clearance. 10% Offline: monthly
Sometimes goes to pinterest looking for trends and ideas for things she likes. 75% Online browsing: monthly
Sometimes she sees items on social networks that her friends have, spurring her to look for similar items online. 15% Online purchasing: monthly
Sometimes she subscribes to email lists to stay connected to sales from stores she loves.

Online Product Focus
Pain points Kill time

Get distracted from what I was searching and loose momentum or URL's of items I was interested in. See what's new/available on sale
Items not sold online. General need
Not seeing the final price before entering the checkout process. Browse product type
Sites that require login to see prices in cart. Browse specific product
Having to go off merchant sites to see coupons.
Lack of product reviews. Product knowledge
Forgetting or not being able to find a coupon code again. Low
Cart that isn't saved when I return. Med

High

Product type
Moderate - low price
Fashion, artistic, décor, household items, furniture
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Active Impatient Shopper
Active_Impatient Shopper

Keith is a confident professional living a busy city-life and prides his ability to make decicions.  He likes 
his physical appearance and surroundings to match his slick attititude and show off his success.  Keith 
shops actively for products he likes online.  He likes going to trusted online destinations that curate his 
tastes for him, but doesn't always buy from these merchants because he likes to get a good deal when 
he can.  Keith knows he has above average intelligence and refuses to pay full price due to pride and 
his competitive nature.  That said, if he really likes something he'll buy it full price and remind himself 
that it's a premium purchase and worth the premium price.

Note: These shoppers are antsy to buy and be done with it. Making the navigation 
and checkout process fast will increase the likelihood of closing the sale.  To close 
the deal: Create a bold offer to grab their attention and maximize conversions. If they 
leave without purchasing, quickly present an offer combined with what they were 
browsing to try and win them back.  Note: Active shoppers like the positive 
psychological effects of browsing products online across different sites.
To close the deal: Try secret sales, daily deals, or flash sales to get these shoppers 
over the finish line. Try offering additional items that complement what they've been 
browsing.

Keith "If I don't find what I want immediately, I look somewhere else." Shopping style
age 27 "I can tell pretty quickly if a site is going to have what I'm looking for." Low effort
Male "When I find something I really like, I'll investigate merely to search out possible negatives, if there are no issues I'll buy it." Low time
Chicago, Il "I'll spend time looking for what I want, but I don't have much patience for sign-ups and robust checkouts." Moderate paitience
Sales "Price isn't the highest concern for me, but if I could find exactly what I want cheaper, I'll probably buy it without much thought." High Spontaneous
Single $>70k "when I'm sure I need/want something, I go get it without much fuss." Med openness
Tech savvy Socially conscious but not persuaded by it necessarily.
Decisive Goals, Behaviors & Attitudes Unconventional
Oppinionated Get in and out with exactly what he wants. Trend/Sale focused
Determined Feel good that he got the best price without much effort.
Resourceful Product focused, wants to get the quickest best deal for the product he wants. Shopping frequency
Confident Checks some trusted sites like retailmenot to identify any coupon fits for what he wants, if notihing he buys anyway. 5% Offline: monthly

60% Online browsing: monthly
Needs: 35% Online purchasing: monthly

Need it to be relatively quick and painless.
Need the coupon to apply to what he wants- he doesn't have much patience for bait-and-switching. Online Product Focus
Wants price information to be identifiable in a single source- he would like to avoid having to tracking down different prices and coupons. Kill time
Needs to refine his search to eliminate items he doesn't care about- some personalization. See what's new/available on sale
If coupons were applied automatically it would make my initial product comparison easier. General need

Browse product type
Current shopping behavior Browse specific product

Has an idea of what product he wants, then searches for the most popular item first.
Has an idea of what product type he wants because he's already made the decision that he wants/needs it. Product knowledge
Looks at a few top products within that type and makes an opinion on which ones right for him. Low
Makes sure its in his price-point and then does a quick cross search for coupons and deals. Med
Finding coupons and deals for tier-2 products make him think twice about getthing what he's decided if there's little difference. High
If he can't find any deals in about 3 searches he'll probably just buy it full price.

Product type
Pain points Moderate price

I'll  find a coupon that works on my product, go through the checkout and isn't applied and he has to start over again. Fashion, artistic, décor, household items, furniture, entertainment and electronics
There isn't a confirmation that the coupon is applied until the end of the checkout process.
He pulls the trigger and then finds out it was on sale somewhere else.
It takes too long to find what I want on traditional merchant sites.
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Determined Shopper
Determined Shopper

Tom is a tinkerer and specialist that prides himself in his knowledge and the fact that he will learn 
everything about a product before he considers buying it.  His wife has accused him of being obsessive 
at times because he wants to get the very best product for his money and needs to be absolutely sure 
that he's found the right product before buying.  If he had his choice, buying things on price wouldn't be 
an option, but he needs to stretch his dollar the farthest to afford the very best.  He often reads reviews, 
ratings, tech specs for the items he buys until he's completely confident that it's the right product.  
When Tom narrows down his search, he begins to see where he can get the most bang for his buck and 
begins searches for coupons.

Note: This shopper wants to be absolutely certain she has made the right 
choice before buying.  To close the deal: Provide positive reinforcement during 
her shopping process. Let the shopper know that this is the right product by 
showing positive consumer feedback on the items he's browsing and, if 
necessary, provide an incentive like $10 off to write a product review .

Tom "I always research before I buy. I'll view the exact item I want multiple times, looking for a drop in price, or a special offer."
age 36 "I don't want to sacrifice what I want based on price if I don't have to."
male "I'll likely review 3-5 different websites to get alternative perspective on similar or the same products."
Charlotte, NC "When I'm shopping for a product, I'm already pretty confident I know which type of product I want."
SR. Software Analyst
Married $100k
Very Tech savvy Goals, Behaviors & Attitudes Shopping style
Informative Get a sense of peace of mind that he got the best product for the price. High effort
Economical Learn about products that improve the performance of his purchase. High time
Detail oriented More determined in finding the right product as opposed to the most premium product. High patience

Tom is determined to get the right product for the right price. Low spontaneous
Mothodically fact focused

Needs:
Technical information, expert product ratings and trusted reviews. Shopping frequency
Make him feel like I have all the facts needed to say yes. 30% Offline: monthly
Make him feel like I'm not going to regret this purchase later. 65% Online browsing: monthly
Tom struggles with guilt and needs assurance that his choice is the right one. 5% Online purchasing: monthly
Make him feel like now is the right time to buy with facts and figures.
Tom needs positive reinforcement during the shopping process and peace of mind that he got a good deal. Online Product Focus

Kill time
Current shopping behavior See what's new/available on sale

Review similar or the same product at various online destinations to ensure it's the best. General need
Read reviews of customers to see if there are any issues with the item after purchase. Browse product type
Make sure that higher priced alternatives aren't within reach. Browse specific product
Price compare to ensure that he has the best value among products in his tier.
Research the product version to ensure that it won't drop in price soon. Product knowledge

Low
Pain points Med

No way to look at specific items side by side and compare apples to apples. High
No way to make sure that the product he wants doesn't exist somewhere else cheaper.
No way to ensure that the product he wants will drop in price later. Product type

Medium - High price
Technical, electronic, luxory items, heavy durable goods
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Competitive Deal Hunter
Competitive Hunter

Sandy is a stay at home mom whose job is to save money for her family- which is another way of making 
money for her family.  She has a busy time managing her family and household expenses.  She mainly 
uses coupon sites for day-to-day expenses, but when she wants to treat herself or her family to nice 
items, she'll never pay full price.  In order to be a successful mom, Sandy has to be organized and stay on 
top of things- which is why she has a methodical approach to saving money when buying online.  Sandy is 
most concerned about the value she can get from discounts and often finds herself bragging to others 
about the cashback and rebates she gets.  Even though it requires more time and sometimes forces her to 
choose off-brand products it's worth it- money is tight in Sandy's house.  Besides products are all the 
same, only stupid/lazy people pay for brand name items anyway.

Note: For this shopper, the amount of savings can be more powerful than the product 
need itself.  To close the deal: Make used and returned items visible to them. Show her 
overstock and clearance items based on what she's been browsing. Those products 
might be just as attractive to her based on the savings.  This shopper is turned off even 
if shipping costs are minimal.  To close the deal: Offer free shipping to these shoppers 
to ensure that they complete the purchase.

Sandy "I never pay full price of an item, even when the product is as important to me." Shopping style
age 40 "I get satisfaction in knowing I got a good deal." High effort
female "I treat saving money for my family like its my job." High time
St Louis, MO "I like to buy online because that's where I can get the best deals. Low paitience
Mother "If the retailer doesn't offer free shipping, I'll leave and find a website that does." Low Spontaneous
Married $90k "Off-brands and brand names are all the same." Moderate openness if it creates value.
Tech savvy Not socially or brand concsious.
Resourceful Goals, Behaviors & Attitudes Conventional
Competitive Her organization and resourcefulness is so robust that she's able and willing to bounce from site-to-site to get what she want.s Sale/Price focused
Organized She is determined to get the best price for what she needs, she knows it's out there she just has to find it. Methodical in approaching deals but not in product search.
Energetic She's methodical in her approach for finding deals, but not as much with finding the right product.
Prideful She is a big fan of refurbished items and product substitutes if there is more value. Shopping frequency

30% Offline: monthly
Needs: 60% Online browsing: monthly

 Need to see how much money she's going to save or a price comparison. 10% Online purchasing: monthly
Needs to see cheaper product substitutes.
Sometimes needs to consolidate price information to compare where she can save the most money on products at the same time. Online Product Focus
Would appreciate some automation so she don't have to look at the same sites over and again for the best deals. Kill time
Needs to trust that the coupons work and that she's getting the best price she can. See what's new/available on sale

General need
Current shopping behavior Browse product type

Goes to deal aggregators looking for the best sitewide sales and discounts and then sees what they have that she needs. Browse specific product
Sometimes finds brandname products at huge discount prices and buys because the savings/value is so high.
Patrol through clearance pages of merchant stores she likes, only looking at what's on sale. Product knowledge
Searching for free shipping coupons for specific stores to buy an item online that she's already selected. Low

Med
Pain points High

Some coupons don't work.
Doesn't get to see the value of coupons applied until checkout. Product type
Can't double down coupons to compound value, some sites don't offer cashback rewards. Low price
Minimal shipping costs turn her off. Household items, non-durable goods, fashion
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This chapter includes:

• User Task Analysis
•  Wish-list Shopper
•  Active Distracted Shopper
•  Active Impatient Shopper
•  Competitive Hunter
•  Determined Shopper

This section walks through the natural behavior and 
tendencies that each personality type would undergo as 
they shop online.  The holistic task we’re analyzing is “online 
shopping,” which can be broken down into various subtasks 
per user-type.

To identify with a persona’s frame of mind, subtasks can 
be placed in real-world scenarios.  Pain-points, outside 
information and other factors can influence this activity and 
motivate behavior.

Task Analysis
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Sub task

Jennifer sees someone on 
facebook, or reads and 
entertainment article with an 
actress wearing something really 
cute thinking it would look great 
on her.

Jennifer checks some online retail 
sites she trusts to kill time and do 
some window-shopping.  She’s not 
sure what she wants and is mainly 
looking for ideas and inspiration.

Can I view/tag items I like from 
non-merchant destinations like 
facebook or fashion articles? Can I 
be recommended items I like based 
on the sites I regularly browse to 
kill time?

It’s difficult to find items online that 
I see with traditional search.

Some merchant destinations I like 
show me things I don’t like, or force 
me to choose a category when I 
just want to browse.

Sometimes it’s difficult to compare 
apples to apples when looking at 
items from multiple destinations.

Cross checking multiple sites one-
after-the-other for coupons on a 
product I love is tedious and time 
consuming.

If I can’t find one, searching for 
discounts on next best products is 
even more time consuming.

It can be emotionally difficult 
to choose between a premium 
item that’s too expensive and a 
secondary item that is well-priced.

It’s annoying to buy an item and 
then discover it goes on sale shortly 
afterward.  I don’t like not having 
assurance that I’m not overpaying.

Sometimes bookmarking complimentary items adds clutter to my cart.  I 
don’t want to have to search for them again, but removing an item and it’s 
compliments I’ve tagger is tedious.  It’s difficult to compare the items I like the 
most with what costs the least.

Rank items you like the most, 
including complimentary items vs. 
item prices- a filter option helps 
automatically choose the highest 
ranking items based on the amount 
of money you’re willing to spend 
today.

Bookmarking items acts like 
a staging area for purchasing 
decisions.  The user can choose 
which items move on to checkout.

Items she’s bookmarked 
must be distinguishable from 
recommended/complimentary 
items with that item.

Run a coupon check at a list of 
trusted sites for the bookmarked 
item.  This will check the database 
for merchants matching the saved 
product and use coupon meta-
data to identify if it matches the 
product’s meta-data.

Run a coupon check at a list of 
trusted sites for the bookmarked 
item.  This will cross reference 
product meta-data with coupon 
meta-data to identify possible 
merchant matches with similar 
products..

Pair products with one-another 
such that if you wouldn’t buy 
one item without the other, then 
they would be viewed as a sum 
together.

Set an item as favorite to filter 
complimentary products.

To reduce clutter, bookmarked 
items can be posted to specific 
“boards” by category.

Additional coupons/deals ore 
offered at higher spending tiers to 
encourage users to buy more.

Save/tag/crop images found online 
and cross reference them for 
similar products via image search/
recognition.

Import products into a single view 
with the appropriate meta-data 
associated with each.  Data type 
might be influenced by product 
type.

Recommend similar products from 
other destinations based on similar 
product, product type, brand or 
price.

Tag merchant stores and product 
types you’re interested in browsing 
and products with prices are shown 
to you in a grid feed.

Request sample

Share decision with a friend(s) as an 
automated facebook poll?

Price tracking identifies all sale 
prices for the given item and plots 
that on a spark-chart to show any 
daily fluctuations in price.

Confirmation emails week after 
purchase confirming that the price 
hasn’t dropped and you’ve made a 
good decision.

Email reminders for favorite items 
that haven’t been purchased yet 
solicit a quick rating if you’re still in 
love with it or you realized you’re 
not into buying that product 
anymore.

Can I easily view a list of 
comparable products based on a 
single item that I know I love?

Can I easily review/compare two 
items?  Can I share the decision 
with a friend to get input?

Can I test any of these items before 
committing to a purchase?

Can I run a check to look for 
applicable discounts around a 
product I like at multiple trusted 
destinations?

Can I run a check to look for similar/
applicable products based on 
discounts for similar merchants 
that are found at trusted deal 
destinations?

Can I track prices on items I love 
to see if they drop?  Can I see a 
forecast of price fluctuations to see 
when I should buy?  Can I receive 
reminders for products I want?  
Can I share this information with 
someone that might buy this for 
me?  Can I rate how much I want 
this item? at intervals?

Can I save items I like in a single destination to help me prioritize and view a 
collective subtotal before starting the checkout process? Can I set a favorite 
item and control the complimentary products with that item?  Can I mix/
match by wish list items before checkout?

Jennifer sees a product online that 
she has an emotional attachment 
toward.  

Jennifer loves the idea of a product 
type she’s found and searches 
trusted sites for specific products to 
compare quality, style and price.

Jennifer checks the Internet for 
general prices and similar products.

Jennifer recognizes many 
complimentary products on a 
single site that she also loves.  To 
stay focused she bookmarks or 
adds them to her cart to view later.

Jennifer puts the best possible 
combination of products together 
either in her mind or in a cart if 
she’s shopping in once place- in 
order to weigh the cost/benefit.

Jennifer bookmarks items she likes 
by saving web pages or adding 
items to cart.

Jennifer doesn’t need everything 
she’s bookmarked and can’t afford 
it all either.  She exercises self 
control and filters out the things 
that are too expensive or items 
she likes less.  She’ll likely buy the 
item she likes the most if it’s not 
too expensive.  She’ll likely buy the 
item that originally sparked the 
search over complimentary items 
alone.

Jennifer really loves something that 
is out of her price-range, so she’ll 
browse for coupons/discounts for 
the merchant where she found 
the item.  No coupons exist for 
her merchant- she checks other 
merchants on that site based on 
competing brands she remembers 
from her product search.  She finds 
a coupon for a slightly lower brand 
and goes back to her bookmarked 
items to see if she can afford the 
similar item in the next tier below 
what she loved.

Jennifer finds an item that is similar 
with the discount that applies.  She 
adds it to her c art to identify the 
sale price of the new 2nd tier item.

She mentally confirms whether 
or not she would still be satisfied 
with the tier 2 item at the lower 
price, or if she’d regret not buying 
the higher priced item she has the 
strongest emotional connection 
toward.

Jennifer buys the 2nd tier item and 
convinces herself that it was the 
smart move.

Jennifer saves her cart and/or 
bookmarks product pages to check 
if the price drops later.  She stores 
the item in the back of her mind 
and makes a mental note to check 
it again for coupons/discounts or 
price reductions.  

She knows that if a few days go 
by and she’s still thinking about it, 
she might just buy it and convince 
herself that it is an amazing item 
and totally worth the extra money.

- OR -

- OR -

Jennifer reviews the items she’s 
bookmarked and added to cart to 
decide if they’re worth purchasing.

Jennifer removes excess items or 
creates a new cart, only with items 
she’s willing to buy.

Jennifer buys the product she 
wants or waits to buy it when she 
has more money (i.e. payday).

Jennifer checks online coupon 
destinations she trusts for relevant 
discounts.

Jennifer is a wish-lister and 
likes to research and collect 
moderately expensive items 
online as gifts for others and gifts 
for herself.  She wishes her budget 
could allow her to buy everything 
that she likes, but often waits to 
buy items until they’re on sale 
or something similar at a much 
discounted price.  Jennifer isn’t 
always sure of what she wants, 
but when she finds something 
she loves in her price range- she’ll 
likely make an impulse buy.  If it’s 
out of her price-range she’ll try to 
find coupons or similar products 
that she can afford.  Jennifer 
loves fantasizing about having 
what she wants and will do 
what it takes to make it a reality.

Scenario

Considerations/Influences

Pain-points

Functionality

Insights: very motivated to buy once looking at return policy & shipping information.  Very sensitive to educated opinions from truster friends and reviews.  Sensitive to free shipping.  Most 
concerned with getting what they love or feel connected too, then value/price, then social recommendations, then brand.
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Sub task

Nikki sees something on a social 
network that she likes or her friends 
has and wants to learn more.

Nikki performs a quick online 
search of the item and intentionally 
leaves her browser tab open or 
makes a mental note to revisit later. 
Nikki takes mental notes of details 
that will help her find items based 
on this preliminary search like 
brand, product name and specific 
product details.Nikki gets an external trigger 

reminding her of something that 
she would really like.

Nikki returns to her original search 
and navigates to a merchant item 
that most closely matches the idea 
of what she wants in her head.

Nikki assesses how much she 
loves the original item, if it’s 
priced reasonably she will buy it 
impulsively.  If it’s already on sale 
she is more likely to purchase it.

Nikki now knows she wants the 
product and searches trusted 
coupon sites for discounts.  If she 
sees a merchant deal for any one of 
the pre-selected items she will buy.

Nikki uses her recalled item criteria 
to quickly accumulate similar items 
she can view all at once via search.

Nikki uses her recalled item criteria, 
she realizes that what she thinks 
she wants may be too expensive 
she goes to coupon websites that 
offer discounts at stores she’s most 
confident will have what she’s 
looking for.

Nikki goes to merchants she 
believes will carry the item based 
on what she knows.  She looks at 
sale/clearance pages at merchants 
she’s most confident will carry what 
she wants.

Nikki subscribes to trusted 
merchants’ email lists showing her 
item recommendations. 

Nikki browses lifestyle content 
and sees something or someone 
enjoying something she relates to.

Occasionally, Nikki will uncover a 
need by learning about a special 
deal for something she might need.

Can I view/tag items I like from 
non-merchant destinations like 
facebook or fashion articles? Can I 
be recommended items I like based 
on the sites I regularly browse to 
kill time?

It’s difficult to find items online that 
I see with traditional search.

Some merchant destinations I like 
show me things I don’t like, or force 
me to choose a category when I 
just want to browse.

I like browsing what my friends like 
and mostly just for ideas- nothing 
specific, it’s hard to bridge the gap 
from seeing something I like (not 
for sale) and then finding it to buy.

I often find items I like and forget 
about them or lose track of them.

I don’t have time to search for 
multiple products within a product 
type and am not always confident 
with what I find due to lack of time.

I shop online in spurts and 
sometimes forget where I found 
items I like. 

I start shopping for something and 
days later I forget what it was I was 
looking for but remember I really 
wanted it.

Cross checking multiple sites one-
after-the-other for coupons on a 
product I love is tedious and time 
consuming.

If I can’t find a sale, searching for 
discounts on tier2 products is even 
more time consuming.

It can be emotionally difficult 
to choose between a premium 
item that’s too expensive and a 
secondary item that is well-priced.

It’s difficult to know if something 
looks/feels right online- if 
clothes drape well or if shoes 
are comfortable.  It’s hard to see 
products in use.

It’s annoying to research product 
discounts at certain sites, it’s even 
more annoying to follow up on 
items weeks later to see if the price 
has dropped.

It’s annoying to buy an item and 
then discover it goes on sale shortly 
afterward.  I don’t like not having 
assurance that I’m not overpaying.

Bookmarking items acts like 
a staging area for purchasing 
decisions.  The user can choose 
which items move on to checkout.

Items she’s bookmarked 
must be distinguishable from 
recommended/complimentary 
items with that item.

Run a coupon check at a list of 
trusted sites for the bookmarked 
item.  This will check the database 
for merchants matching the saved 
product and use coupon meta-
data to identify if it matches the 
product’s meta-data.

Run a coupon check at a list of 
trusted sites for the bookmarked 
item.  This will cross reference 
product meta-data with coupon 
meta-data to identify possible 
merchant matches with similar 
products..

Re-targeting emails are sent 
to customers when there are 
discounts that can be applied to 
products they have tagged or 
viewed in the past.

Tag an item or store it as a favorite 
in your own destination.

Re-targeted emails remind users of 
items they’ve added to their cart.  
This emails shows complimentary 
products, comparable products 
and applicable coupons associated 
only with what they have in their 
cart.

To reduce clutter, bookmarked 
items can be posted to specific 
“boards” by category.

Recommend similar products from 
other destinations based on similar 
product, product type, brand or 
price.

Automatically generate product 
lists for items I’ve spent excess time 
reviewing but didn’t tag.

Tag merchant stores and product 
types you’re interested in browsing 
and products with prices are shown 
to you in a grid feed.

Run item search on images found 
in non-retail destinations.

Request sample

Share decision with a friend(s) as an 
automated facebook poll?

Automatically show discounts 
applied to the product prices that 
we believe can be applied.

Price tracking identifies all sale 
prices for the given item and plots 
that on a spark-chart to show any 
daily fluctuations in price.

Confirmation emails week after 
purchase confirming that the price 
hasn’t dropped and you’ve made a 
good decision.

Email reminders for favorite items 
that haven’t been purchased yet 
solicit a quick rating if you’re still in 
love with it or you realized you’re 
not into buying that product 
anymore.

Can I tag or save an item I like to 
be able to come back to it quicker/
easier?

Are there any discounts for 
the more expensive items I’m 
comparing?

Are there any discounts for the 
moderate items that give them a 
safer value proposition?

Are there any trends in negative 
reviews I should be worried about?

Are there any videos/photos that 
help me see quality features?

Can I test any of these items before 
committing to a purchase?

Is there free in store pickup?

Is there a return policy?

Can I run a check to look for 
applicable discounts around a 
product I like at multiple trusted 
destinations?

Can I run a check to look for similar/
applicable products based on 
discounts for similar merchants 
that are found at trusted deal 
destinations?

Can I track prices on items I love 
to see if they drop?  Can I see a 
forecast of price fluctuations to see 
when I should buy?  Can I receive 
reminders for products I want?  
Can I share this information with 
someone that might buy this for 
me?  

Can I identify the prices of 
comparable products based on a 
single item i know I love?

Can I see a list of merchants that 
are most likely to carry what I’m 
looking for?

Can I see a list of merchants that 
have discounts that might include 
the product type I”m looking for?

Nikki gets fleeting internal idea of 
something she wants.

Nikki browses trusted sites or social 
media looking for inspiration.

Nikki views the single item she 
hears about to learn more, then re-
focuses or deviates away from the 
shopping experience due to heavy 
multi-tasking at work.

If the need/desire for the item is 
strong enough, Nikki will engage in 
the research phase in more depth, 
looking for similar items within her 
product category of interest.  She’ll 
find a handful of product options 
that are interesting.

- OR -

- OR -

- OR -

If the item is above her threshold 
for spontaneous purchase (~20) 
she will go to the clearance or sale 
filter of sites she’s researched to see 
if something exists.  If she finds one 
on sale she might buy it.

If she has a strong emotional 
connection to the item she wants 
and it’s below her threshold for a 
spontaneous purchase (~20) she 
will buy it immediately.

Nikki views items side by side 
to see which ones she likes the 
most. Sometimes she narrows her 
browser window to see different 
items together, or she keeps all 
items in separate tabs and views 
each several times.

At least one of Nikki saved items 
is on the expensive side, she 
struggles with the idea of owning 
something premium vs shopping 
for something cheaper.  She goes 
to a trusted coupon site to see if 
they have discounts for what she’s 
looking for. 

Nikki is likely to make a 
complimentary purchase for her 
product of interest if it’s below her 
spontaneous price threshold.

Nikki makes a complimentary 
purchase to go along with her item.

Nikki removes items that aren’t 
affordable unless she really likes 
them.

Nikki makes a mental note of 
complimentary items she identifies 
now that fit her item and/or style.

Nikki gets distracted and walks 
away knowing that she’ll probably 
come back to make a purchase.

Nikki buys the items she loves 
most, that have the least associated 
risk.

Nikki gets distracted and doesn’t 
buy the item.

Nikki realizes she shouldn’t buy 
an item at walks away, using her 
information to keep tabs on what 
she likes in future active shopping 
moments.

Nikki compares multiple items she 
loves based on attributes, quality 
and value.  She makes sure that 
items she likes most and in budget 
don’t carry associated risks like 
shoddy construction, high delivery 
fees or poor return policies.

Nikki begins comparing all item 
simultaneously, removing items 
she doesn’t love or ones that don’t 
fit her taste.

A cognitive trigger most associated 
with regret will indicate that her 
need/desire is strong enough.  
Nikki will do one last clearance/
sale/coupon search before buying 
the most expensive of her choices.

Nikki is comfortable with her 
choice and buys the item with the 
greatest value and least risk.

Nikki is primed to buy and now 
wants to make sure there aren’t 
any strong/reasonable reasons she 
SHOULDN’T buy what she wants.  
She is sensitive to information that 
creates or reduces the risk of her 
buying something she doesn’t like.

Nikki is a resourceful worker-
bee who is determined to have 
her cake and eat it too.  She is 
talented at her job because she 
can multi-task and prides herself 
in managing her ability to do 
things quickly and get things 
done.  She manages a lot of her 
personal affairs at work and 
often spends her lunch break 
browsing products looking for 
sales and trends for things she 
likes.  She’s pretty determined 
to get the best deal, and doesn’t 
always buy items even though 
she’s always half-looking. Because 
she’s multi-tasking, she often 
bounces from professional 
tasks to personal shopping and 
sometimes gets confused.  She’s 
also not looking particularly for 
one thing and often “bird-walks” 
between products and product 
types she’s viewing.  Often times 
she discovers that what she really 
needs/wants was different than 
what she originally searching 
for.  She goes to specific places 
to help curate her options based 
on her style, price and trends.

Scenario

Considerations/Influences

Pain-points

Functionality

- OR -

- OR -
- OR -

- OR -

- OR -

- OR -

- OR - - OR -

- OR -

- OR -

Can I identify complimentary items 
that are below a price threshold 
that I would be interested in?

Insights: often forgets she’s shopping. Responds very well to re-targeting ads when they communicate incentives (i.e. coupons via email).  Full blown takeovers and re-targeting banner ads seem creepy.  Need appropriate 
time before re-targeting wait a day before bombing sites with banner ads and emails. Shipping costs at $5.99 is a reasonable price-point, anything in the double-digits is too much.  IF she chooses not to buy (wait) she’ll 
often revert back to the site navigation to look for alternate products ideas- not starting from scratch.  When she circles back she’s more determined and focused on buying/finding what she wants.
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Active Impatient Shopper

Sub task

Something that Keith values 
breaks, or there is a seasonal need 
that triggers Keith to require 
something now.  

Keith sees something with a COOL 
FACTOR that he really admires and 
has an urge to get it for himself.  
The item is cool but may also satisfy 
a need.

Keith is rational and searches for 
items that give him what he needs.  
He searches for items by product 
attributes he’s looking for- if item 
descriptions don’t show him specs 
he’s looking for he looks elsewhere 
even if the product looks like it 
might give him what he wants.  
Keith searches by brand or product 
modifiers he’s looking for- not for 
the product itself.

Timing, needs associated with 
events and items getting old often 
trigger me to replace products.  
I look for higher quality items 
when it’s time to replace things 
that break, I look for entry level 
products for items associated with 
seasonal utility or solve a specific 
problem, I look for moderate 
priced/high-value items that reflect 
me personally to others.

It’s difficult to find items with 
specific attributes or items that 
solve a problem.  Sometimes 
attribute identifiers are different 
between brands.

Sometimes I don’t know I’m about 
to experience a problem due to 
seasonal events.

It’s annoying to look at countless 
products without seeing the 
granular details that matter to me.

I hate buying a product that has 
known defects or issues that I 
didn’t know about.

Who has the time to check deal 
sites everyday- can I automate that 
so I’m shown items I’d be interested 
in if the savings were strong 
enough?

It’s annoying to track down prices 
of a single item you want- I should 
be able to find the lowest price for 
exactly what I want in one step.

It is annoying to pay for quality and 
features you don’t need when there 
is an option that solves my problem 
with a way better value than what 
I’m searching for.

Cross checking multiple sites one-
after-the-other for coupons on a 
product I love is tedious and time 
consuming.

If I can’t find one, searching for 
discounts on next best products is 
even more time consuming.

It’s annoying to buy an item and 
then discover it goes on sale shortly 
afterward.  I don’t like not having 
assurance that I’m not overpaying.

Consolidate reviews from other 
destinations.  Make sure negative 
reviews can be filtered and viewed 
easily but that the overall rating of 
the product match is still positive.

Show multiple prices for all items 
and include sales/discounts/
coupon that could be available 
figured into the cost.

Run a coupon check at a list of 
trusted sites for the bookmarked 
item.  This will check the database 
for merchants matching the saved 
product and use coupon meta-
data to identify if it matches the 
product’s meta-data.

Run a coupon check at a list of 
trusted sites for the bookmarked 
item.  This will cross reference 
product meta-data with coupon 
meta-data to identify possible 
merchant matches with similar 
products..

Set an item as favorite to filter 
complimentary products.

Additional coupons/deals ore 
offered at higher spending tiers to 
encourage users to buy more.

Show auto-fill search fields based 
on what other people are looking 
for.

Show alternate searches that match 
the search of the user.

Show other items selected by other 
people who viewed the item you’re 
looking for.

Show other items that match 
keyword descriptions or attributes 
of a selected item.

Recommend similar products from 
other destinations based on similar 
product, product type, brand or 
price.

Advanced search functionality that 
allows users to search for specific 
meta data, mandatory keywords 
and information types and display 
that information only in results.

View similar products to a chosen 
product based on price, meta-data, 
product title and product picture.

Price tracking identifies all sale 
prices for the given item and plots 
that on a spark-chart to show any 
daily fluctuations in price.

Confirmation emails week after 
purchase confirming that the price 
hasn’t dropped and you’ve made a 
good decision.

Email reminders for favorite items 
that haven’t been purchased yet 
solicit a quick rating if you’re still in 
love with it or you realized you’re 
not into buying that product 
anymore.

I have a sense of what I need based 
on it solving my problem, I tend to 
search for specific attributes rather 
than browse many items based on 
style or appearance.  I tend to use 
search most to identify specific 
products and category attributes.  
I am sensitive to product 
comparisons when they have 
similar features that I’m looking for.

Negative reviews help me identify 
if potential issues surrounding this 
product are ones that I’m sensitive 
about.

When I see something I really like 
I’ll try to find an excuse to buy in 
cheaper and justify the high price 
with my savings.

Sometimes I go to daily deal sites 
to find items with a compelling 
rational value that solves a problem 
I can anticipate or identify with.

Can I compare similar products 
together by feature and price?

Am I missing anything that I need 
for my item to be useful?

Can I run a check to look for 
applicable discounts around a 
product I like at multiple trusted 
destinations?

Can I run a check to look for similar/
applicable products based on 
discounts for similar merchants 
that are found at trusted deal 
destinations?

Keith realizes he needs a 
something.

Keith makes that the quality of 
what he initially finds is strong with 
a value that is good.  Keith may 
navigate to reviews or seek out 
negative reviews associated with 
what he wants to make sure there 
aren’t any issues with it.

Keith plugs his product into search, 
or quickly browses sales/coupon 
sites to re-find the product he likes 
at lower price.  He is much less 
patient when searching for deals of 
a product than the product itself.

Keith finds the specific products he 
wants for a slightly cheaper price.  
Keith buys that product and calls 
it a day.

The item with the highest cool-
factor is out of budget and there 
are no discounts available to make 
it happen.  The problem that this 
item solves is not big enough to 
warrant the cost of the item he 
wants.

Keith finds a greater value with 
an item/brand that is just as good 
(it fits his needs and there are 
no trending negative reviews 
associated with that product) and 
buys the item.  He’s now more 
confident and more likely to 
purchase complimentary items at 
checkout.

Keith searches online to find a 
product that best suits his needs or 
solves his problem.

Keith makes sure that the item that 
fits his needs is a good choice.

- OR -

- OR -

- OR -

- OR -

Keith searches for a coupon, 
discount or sale for his exact 
product he found.

Keith buys the product with the 
first reasonable discount he found.

Keith doesn’t find a discount for his 
exact product and buys anyways.

The need is not big enough for his 
time or budget and does not buy.

Keith finds a discount for a 
competing product he likes and 
buys the item.

Keith is a confident professional 
living a busy city-life and prides 
his ability to make decisions.  He 
likes his physical appearance and 
surroundings to match his slick 
attitude and show off his success.  
Keith shops actively for products 
he likes online.  He likes going 
to trusted online destinations 
that curate his tastes for him, but 
doesn’t always buy from these 
merchants because he likes to get 
a good deal when he can.  Keith 
knows he has above average 
intelligence and refuses to pay 
full price due to pride and his 
competitive nature.  That said, if 
he really likes something he’ll buy 
it full price and remind himself 
that it’s a premium purchase 
and worth the premium price.

Scenario

Considerations/Influences

Pain-points

Functionality

Insights: need based, brand sensitive focusing on 3-4 brands per shopping instance.  Base knowledge is based on brand and search criteria, required knowledge appears during comparing 3 items at a time, reading 
specifications and finally price-point.  Sensitive to social temptations, suggested items and complimentary products.  More price conscious with entry level items that solve a need, less price conscious and more brand/quality 
conscious when replacing or buying new items he’s used before.
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Competitive Deal Hunter

Sub task

Sandy gets an email from a 
merchant or discount site she 
subscribes to informing her of a 
clearance sale.

Sandy patrols her usual sites 
looking for high-value sales she 
hasn’t yet seen.

Sandy is shopping for something 
else and sees an incredible value/
sale for something she regularly 
buys or will need in the future.

Sandy knows the value well and 
impulsively buys because the item/
sale is scarce.

Sandy references her immediate 
and longterm shopping needs 
based on the merchant/category 
sale.  She realizes she can stock up 
or capitalize on the opportunity or 
timing of the sale.

Sandy investigates the deal looking 
for high-value relevant items that 
she either buys regularly or she will 
need seasonally for her family.

For disposable/high use/low price 
items- Sandy may assess the price 
comparison normally found at 
store- if the difference is significant 
she might buy more than she 
needs and stock up.

Sandy is all about value and often 
compares brand name products 
on sale vs off-brand items at 
regular price.  She get excited 
when she sees brand name 
products at significant discounts 
and sometimes buys more or 
better products when it means 
the savings are better- but not 
necessarily the overall price.

For items that are heavier/durable/
reusable/higher priced Sandy 
checks amazon.com for used items 
that might be just as good.

Sandy makes sure that she can’t 
find something cheaper in store 
by referencing in-store coupons or 
the price of shipping.  She refuses 
to pay for shipping item and will 
only shop at stores that offer free 
shipping altogether or at specific 
checkout cart sizes.

Sandy justifies the cost of buying 
online or more products online 
with the amount she’s able to save 
vs the cost of getting things at 
physical locations across multiple 
instances over time.

Sandy buys items at the cheapest 
price,

Sandy buys items at the highest 
value.

I like searching for things based on 
estimate savings not for the specific 
items themselves.

I hate when sales are all talk and 
then you find out that they don’t 
apply to what you want or they 
have too many restrictions.

Sometimes I see a sale that I’d like 
to jump on but I can’t think of 
anything I’d need in that category 
to justify me searching through it?

It’s hard to know what deals apply 
to my needs.

It’s not always easy comparing 
items that are cheap vs comparing 
items that offer the best value.

It’s nearly impossible to determine 
if an online price is significantly 
cheaper if not higher than in-store 
prices.  I’d prefer to buy in-store 
where I have a better idea of what 
I’m buying.  The products I buy 
online could be knockoffs too!

Some merchants do not disclose 
their shipping or return policies 
easily.

Show merchants and products 
where other people saved the 
most money when they purchased.  
Aggregate the total savings from all 
clicks/purchases.

Aggregate items by % or amount 
saved if purchased by merchant 
with applicable discounts already 
applied.

Filter/show items that are at a low 
point in their avg price history.

Filter show item lists showing 
lowest overall price vs highest 
overall savings.

Show deal applied to items and 
show total savings not total price.

Tally potential savings for items 
stored in checkout or tagged for 
purchase.

Records, analyzes and lists 
recurring purchases or cyclical 
search habits and recommends 
sale prices/ products at intervals 
or recommends buying in bulk at 
clearance sale price-points.

Cross reference merchant/coupon 
database and apply deals that have 
similar meta-data to products that 
Sandy is searching for.

Communicate to coupon hunters 
through savings not final/total 
price.

Show an aggregation of other 
products people have purchased 
using that deal including the total 
savings and most popular products.

Identifies if items are found in bulk.

A decision agent widget will ask 
Sandy if her purchase is cyclical or 
seasonal and display the cost of 
buying individually across regular 
intervals vs buying all at once at a 
sale price.  Agent shows different 
prices for either option.

Analyze tagged items and show 
subtotal for complimentary items 
found at the lowest price.

Analyze tagged items and show 
subtotal for complimentary items 
that have the greatest difference 
in sale price and original price (i.e. 
greatest value).

Notify Sandy if coupon codes need 
to be used one at a time and offer 
bulk pricing for coupon codes that 
need to be used in a single order.

Allow online payment provider 
(like paypal) to easily run through 
payment procedures on discovered 
tagged items found by sandy.  
Show est shipping costs and 
expected times of arrival for all 
purchased products.

Normal avg price vs sale price over 
time.

I’d like to search sales by value and 
category and preselect benchmarks 
that I”m interested in. 

I like looking for premium brands 
or items that other people 
purchased heavily.

I like seeing where people have 
saved the most money.

Seeing the total money she’s saved 
vs regular price is like a scorecard 
for me and gets me excited.

I’m more apt to stock up on items 
when I know their current price is 
unusually lower than average.

Price vs effort over time?  Showing 
aggregated costs over multiple in-
store trips vs bulk delivery?

Shipping costs.

Regular in-store prices (seasonal).

In-store pickup options (free).

Sandy is tipped off that she needs 
or will need an item soon.

Sandy is tipped off by a sale or 
discount for a store.

Sandy considers what she needs 
within the context of the sale.

Sandy looks for specific brand 
sales or product category coupons 
appropriate for her product needs.

Sandy compares the price of 
brand-name products on sale vs 
refurbished or off-brand items at 
lower prices.

- OR -

- OR -

- OR -

Sandy confirms the cost of 
purchasing online is cheaper than 
in store given shipping costs.

Sandy chooses the decision that 
saves her the most money, but 
doesn’t always mean she spends 
the least.

Sandy tallies the amount of savings 
associated with her  purchasing 
decisions.

Sandy is a stay at home mom 
whose job is to save money for 
her family- which is another way 
of making money for her family.  
She has a busy time managing her 
family and household expenses.  
She mainly uses coupon sites 
for day-to-day expenses, but 
when she wants to treat herself 
or her family to nice items, she’ll 
never pay full price.  In order 
to be a successful mom, Sandy 
has to be organized and stay 
on top of things- which is why 
she has a methodical approach 
to saving money when buying 
online.  Sandy is most concerned 
about the value she can get from 
discounts and often finds herself 
bragging to others about the 
cash-back and rebates she gets.  
Even though it requires more 
time and sometimes forces her 
to choose off-brand products it’s 
worth it- money is tight in Sandy’s 
house.  Besides products are all 
the same, only stupid/lazy people 
pay for brand name items anyway.

Scenario

Considerations/Influences

Pain-points

Functionality

Value focused, highly determined with disposable time.  Likes to get things for nothing, entering sweepstakes and drawings.
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Determined Shopper

Sub task

Something that Tom uses often 
breaks or seasonal events point to 
Tom needing a new product.  Tom 
begins his search with the base 
knowledge of understanding which 
brands are good vs cheap brands.  
He goes to trusted merchants to 
identify a spectrum of items within 
his product category.

Trusted sources of information 
like merchant brands and/or tech/
review sites are important to me.  
Most times I start with a reputable 
big-box store to get the “lay of the 
land.”

Framing items in classes or tiers 
might help the Toms evaluate how 
“top-of-the-line” they need to go?

Once we’re confident of the 
product category Tom is searching 
for based on browsing history a 
short-survey inquiring about his 
needs and price point may help us 
show him the best option.

An Amazon script shows the top 
3 most purchased/popular items 
from a given product search.

Show the overall rating and 
filter only the negative reviews 
first.  Show positive reviews after 
negative reviews and prioritize 
positive reviews with keywords 
matching any of the negative 
reviews.

Show suggested reviews, blogs 
and user-rating associated with a 
selected product.

Suggest seasonal, utilitarian based 
products that serve a purpose, 
durable, reusable, technical- to get 
Tom thinking about solving a need 
he didn’t know he had yet.

Suggest brands to browse after a 
new product name or category has 
been entered in search.

Organize items on a spectrum 
of price, reviews, most popular, 
highlighting the top 3 and bottom 
3 for quick comparisons.

Stress free in-store pickup if 
available.

Email messages with price alerts 
notify Tom on Fridays or at the 
beginning, middle and end of each 
month around paydays when he’s 
in a good mood and likely to buy 
tier1 models.

Track avg price history for the item. 

Technical data, user reviews, 
features and trusted review blogs/
sites/opinions to figure out which 
are the best items in the product 
category he’s searching.

Tom might use search to gather 
opinions on the best item for his 
needs.

I need the price to be right and it 
just needs to serve my direct needs.

Will I need it to serve future needs? 
I might want something slightly 
better just in case I run into a 
problem I don’t yet have.

Reviews: will I run into the problem 
that any of these people have or 
will it be an issue if I run into the 
problems they have?

I wish there was a way to identify 
the lowest price at the lowest 
moment of a product.

Sometimes it’s difficult to get a 
straight answer when looking for 
the top 3 items in a certain class.

I don’t always know where I can go 
to see a wide breadth of choice.  
I don’t like not knowing the 
spectrum of the product category 
before I shop for specific products.

I hate it when product 
specifications for different products 
are all different- how am I supposed 
to know which attributes are better 
than others?

I don’t like over-buying things I 
don’t need but I do want to make 
sure I’ll be able to get proper use 
out of something I invest in.

Free shipping or price reductions 
and sales will help me decide- I 
don’t want to be rushed into 
making a decision but removing 
the risk of making the wrong  
choice will help me say yes.

I want to know if there are any 
underlying problems with the 
product not mentioned/described 
in specs or traditional reviews.

I appreciate some assurance that 
the price I’ve found is the best one.  
Can I see pricing history or can I 
track the price?

Tom covets a new product he sees 
and admires it’s features.

Tom understands he needs a 
product and assesses product 
features he feels best suit his needs.

Tom searches premium brands for 
product attributes that educate 
him on potentially valuable 
product features important to 
other customers capabilities 
of comparable products.  Tom 
assesses whether these premium 
features are important to him while 
learning more about his product 
category in general.

Tom researches many products in 
his product category.  He views 
items outside his price-range to 
determine high-end attributes that 
may be important to him.

Tom assesses whether it’s worth 
investing in something that will 
last and be something he enjoys vs 
something that fits his needs.  If the 
product is something he won’t use 
as much or if it’s the first time he’s 
needed such a product he might 
buy the entry level model that 
addresses his immediate concerns.

He assesses products of lower 
quality that fit his immediate needs 
at a price he’s more comfortable 
with.

Tom will bookmark or open a few 
competing products he’s interested 
in- he’ll compare specs, reviews and 
data for each.  

He’ll look at negative customer 
reviews to identify what 
troublesome issues he might 
expect from owning the product.  If 
a merchant doesn’t display product 
reviews, he’ll likely search on 
Amazon or another trusted source 
where he knows they’ll be reviews.  
He may not necessarily buy from 
any of these online destinations.

Tom has identified single product 
options for the tier1 and tier 2 
product line.  He thinks about how 
often he’ll use it, how much rational 
benefit he’ll get from either and 
whether or not he should buy the 
pricier option with the cool-factor 
he kind of now really likes.  If there 
was a discount for the pricier 
option he’d consider it- but doesn’t 
want to pay double the price than 
his moderate option.

Tom is now most price sensitive 
and if he starts searching for 
coupons it’s because he’s looking 
to rationalize the higher-end 
purchase.  Tom typically searches 
for coupons by pasting his product 
title directly into Google and 
checking prices.  Sometime he 
includes the term sale or coupon to 
fish for better rates. 

- OR -

- OR -

- OR -

Tom is ready to upgrade or buy 
a new product he needs.  Tom 
identifies a few competing 
products he’s willing to buy from 
his research.

Tom struggles with his high-end 
option with attributes he now 
understands vs a low/moderate 
option with attributes that meet 
his needs.

Tom searches for discounts that 
allow him to purchase the higher 
end item.

Tom buys the tier 1 item on sale.

Tom buys the tier 1 item at full 
price.

Tom finds a discount and buys the 
item with the cool features at the 
higher price.

Tom buys a tier 2 alternate item at a 
good price.

Tom sees deals for alternative 
brands that didn’t make it to his 
final choices and reconsiders 
buying an item with similar 
features and a much higher value.

Tom caters to his sensibilities and 
buys the moderate version.

Tom buys a tier 2 or 3 item at a 
greatly discounted price.

Tom doesn’t find a high-end sale, 
but finds low end item sales and 
buys the moderate priced item 
because his value is now quite high 
with the discount.

Tom is in a good mood and buys 
the high end option anyway.

Tom  reads customer reviews 
on each product searching for 
common negative responses 
alluding to poor quality or 
performance issues with a product.

Tom is a tinkerer and specialist 
that prides himself in his 
knowledge and the fact that 
he will learn everything about 
a product before he considers 
buying it.  His wife has accused 
him of being obsessive at times 
because he wants to get the 
very best product for his money 
and needs to be absolutely sure 
that he’s found the right product 
before buying.  If he had his 
choice, buying things on price 
wouldn’t be an option, but he 
needs to stretch his dollar the 
farthest to afford the very best.  
He often reads reviews, ratings, 
tech specs for the items he buys 
until he’s completely confident 
that it’s the right product.  When 
Tom narrows down his search, 
he begins to see where he can 
get the most bang for his buck 
and begins searches for coupons.

Scenario

Considerations/Influences

Pain-points

Functionality

Insights: Tom rational approach to learning more about the product category means he is sensitive to product details and granular data as well as price.  His products 
are largely technical and have higher price-points.  Tom may start with a premium search, fall to the moderate to low end, and have a temptation to search for 
premium items again.  He is need/solution oriented but does appreciate understanding what makes his things superior/inferior.

Run a coupon check at a list of 
trusted sites for the bookmarked 
item.  This will check the database 
for merchants matching the saved 
product and use coupon meta-
data to identify if it matches the 
product’s meta-data.

Tom gets an email congratulating 
him for his choice.  IF there is 
risk abating information like 
free shipping, return policies or 
in store pickup it could also be 
automatically sent.

Run a coupon check at a list of 
trusted sites for the bookmarked 
item.  This will cross reference 
product meta-data with coupon 
meta-data to identify possible 
merchant matches with similar 
products..
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This chapter includes:

• Potential Feature Set
• Persona Influence across feature set
• High Level Product Vision based on fea-

ture set

This section lists functionality items per user-persona.  
Duplicate functionality items documented by more than one 
user-persona are shown with multiple color-coded boxes.  
Functionality items are based on enhancing influences in the 
online shopping sub-task or reducing pain-points across the 
online shopping sub-tasks.

In this section, functionality has been broken down into three 
key “buckets” associated with the analyzed task; “Discovery/
Awareness,” “Research/Investigation” and “Consideration/
Purchase.”  Key functionality items have been highlighted in 
this rendition of the document.

To further reduce the feature set, the influence and likely-hood 
of our personas interfacing with our product are taken into 
consideration.  The personas are weighted by their likelihood 
to shop online, their level of engagement in which our product 
would apply, and their likelihood to make online purchases at 
moderate-high spending thresholds.  

The intention here isn’t to eliminate persona demands, but 
favor the demands/needs of personas who are most influenced 
by and most likely to use our product.

Functional Requirements



Potential Feature Set
Discovery/Awareness Research/Investigation Consideration/Purchase

1.) Run image searches for merchant products on non-retail 
photography

2.) Tag merchant products in a personal dashboard.

3.) Apply applicable coupons to prices of tagged items

4.) Categorize tagged items automatically by meta-data associat-
ed with product images.

5.) Find alternate product images of tagged products from other 
online destinations.

Competitive Hunter

Wish-list Shopper

Determined Shopper

Active Distracted Shopper

Active Impatient Shopper

17.) Show applied coupons as savings.

18.) Show aggregated purchases of products/or coupons used to 
indicate how much savings each coupon has earned other users.

19.) Show suggested reviews/blogs and user-ratings for selected 
products.

20.) Suggest seasonal, utilitarian based products that serve a 
purpose, are durable, reusable, technical.  Communicate the 
value of these products as solution oriented.

21.) Suggest top product brands to browse after a product or 
product category has been scraped from a website.

22.) Scrape product or product category info from sites being 
visited.

20.) Organize items on a spectrum of price, reviews, most 
popular, highlighting the top 3 and bottom 3 for quick compari-
sons.

21.) Filter content by product category class.

22.) Brief survey of targeted questions identifying the role of 
need, price and quality have in the decision.

23.) Show top 3 most popular/purchased products in the 
category.

16.) Email messages with price alerts notifying users at key times, 
Fridays at the beginning and middle of the month when he 
might have gotten paid and likely to pull the trigger on an item.

17.) Show in-store pickup, shipping or delivery options (if 
strong).
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Persona Influence
Reach/ Awareness/ Access Closing/ Buying/ Deciding

1

2

3

4

5

Active Impatient

Active Distracted 

Determined Shopper

Wishlist Shopper

Competitive Hunter

Methodical

Product Knowledge Distracted/ Sporadic

Deal Oriented

Frequency

1

2

3

4

5

Active Impatient

Active Distracted 

Determined Shopper

Wishlist Shopper

Competitive Hunter

Need minded

Idea mindedE motional involvement

Transparency/ tracking

Rational involvement

1

2

3

4

5

Active Impatient

Active Distracted 

Determined Shopper

Wishlist Shopper

Competitive Hunter

Price sensative

Purchase rateP roduct price

Product durability

Income

1.) Consistent shoppers - similar needs - room for persuasion 2.) Still active - harder to track needs

Need based
Can be inconsistent
Too decisive to track?

Seasonal need based
Hard to accommodate
Brick and mortar tendencies

Active
Engaged
Consistent
Loyal

3.) Not active enough
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High Level Product Vision
Strategy / Executional Mandatories

Scraping product & cart meta data.

Tracking/timing/recording merchant/browsing history - automatically feeding discovery dashboard.

Automatically factoring deal/discounts into purchase price when available.

Recommending complimentary & comparable items.

Low barriers- 0 authentication required.

Stay solution focused.

Incorporate data-driven behavioral targeting with “User segmenting” & “Product segmenting.”

Pipe in deals on the front end, create a discovery platform on the back end.

Primary Functionality

$$$

Title

Image

$$$

Title

Image

$$$

Title

Image

$$$

Title

Image

$$$

Title

Image

$$$

Title

Image

$$$

Title

Image

$$$

Title

Image

$$$

Checkout

Image

Product Title

You Save $3.67
Total price

Best time to buy

Return Policy             Shipping Policy

5.) Re-target viewed products and deals

1.) Shop online

+ Deal logic

2b.) Browse more products

Scra
pe &

 auto
 populate

Best time to buy

Return Policy             
Shipping Policy

Title
$$$ More

Title

Deal Price $$$

$$$ More

Title
$$$ Less

Title
$$$ More

Theme A Theme BTheme B Theme CTheme C Merchants Categories

3.) Review personal products and browse targeted/curated products

My Dashboard

Title

Deal Price $$$

Inbox
Sent
Archive
Drafts

From: CharmSavings
Subject: Deals for you

Title

Deal Price $$$

Title

Deal Price $$$

Title

Deal Price $$$

Relevant Merchant deal

Relevant product category deal

Relevant product deals
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